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Jungaleers Play For Brilliant Thanksgiving Dance Tonight

Furman Tilt
Ends Bengal
Grid Season

Hurricane Captain

)

HUBERT BLA1R, who captains the Hurricane team and
who will probably see much
action in the Turkey-day tilt
with the Tigers.

Collings Completes
Textbook on Cotton
Local Professor Writes Book to
Replace Text Now In
General Use

Sewell, Vaughan, and

By Their Words

Annual Hop
GILL BOWS AGAIN

Seven Men Journey to University of South Carolina
Dr. Gilbeart H. Collings of the
For Services
Agronomy Department has now
nearly completed the writing of a
The Clemson College YMCA Dep- new college textbook on "Cotton
utation team, headed by P .B. Hol- Fiber Production in America".
tzendorff, Jr., and J. Roy Cooper,
REPLACES OLD TEXT
journeyed to Columbia Sunday, NoThe new book is to replace the
vember 24, to give a vesper proi college text "The Production of
gram at the University of South
Cotton" Written by Dr. Collings and
Carolina.
published by John Wiley & Sons,
Roy Cureton, of Greenville, chairInc., New York, and London in
of the Deputation team, was in
19 25 as one of the Wiley Agriculcharge of the program. A quartet,
tural Series edited by Dr. J. G. Lipcomposed of Messrs. Cooper, Seman, Agricultural Dean at Rutgers
well, Vaughan, and Terrell, gave
several musical selections with ac- University. Dr. Collings has been
companiment by Mr. Shepherd. notified by the publishers that the
Talks were made by Roy Cureton supply of his former book is about
exhausted and in view of the fact
and T. R. Bainbridge.
Those who made the trip from that he does not wish to revise it,
Clemson included P. B. Holtzen- he is now writing an entirely new
dorff, J. R. Cooper, Roy Cureton, text.
Bainbridge,
Terrell.

Hundreds On

COPELAND DIRECTS

TOUGHEST STATE GAME

PROGRAM PBFSFNTFn
BY DEPUTATION TEAM

Tiger Captain

Event to Top Varied Activities
of the Season for Students
of Two Schools

Thanksgiving Game Will Decide State Championship;
Both Teams Ready to Go

The Royal Bengals current football season will come to a dramatic
close tomorrow afternoon at Greenville when the Tigers and the Furman Hurricane tangle in their traditional Turkey Day classic
EXCELLENT SHAPE
Coach Neely has been drilling
his men earnestly for the past week
on every phase cf ths game in an
effort to have the Bengals in prime
shape for this final crucial test that
will decide the State Championship.
The entire squad is reported in excellent physical as well as moral
condition, and is pointing to a victory over Furman to compensate
for the two losses they have suffered this fall, thus ending a successful year.
(Continued on page three)

TENTATIVE PROJECTS
FOR ENGINEERING DAY
COVER MANY FIELDS

CURETON ELECTED TO __
LITERARY PRESIDENCY

At the meeting of the Calhoun
There are three kinds of lies: Literary Society Thursday night,
November 21, officers for the seclies, damn lies, and statistics.
—Rhyne ond quarter were elected
Roy Cureton of Greenville was
They built a fort out of cotton— reelected to the post of President.
Other officers named were, J. H.
without the processing tax.
—Moorman Hopkins, vice-president, W. Manly
Rodgers, secretary; O. H. Folk, reCoach Neely knows where I sleep. elected as first critic; and J. W.
—Hoagland Rion, second critic.

Under the direction of Bill Copeland, with the assistance of the
members of the faculty of the
schools of engineering and architecture, plans are rapidly going forward for the Engineering-Architecture Day which is to be observed
here in early spring.
EVENT SPONSORS
This event will top the season's
activities for these two schools and
is at present being worked in coordination w'th tbp Ag^altural Day
which was observed here last
spring. The plans now being followed are for one school to put on
its exhibits one year the other the
[next.
The Engineering-Architecture Day is being sponsored jointly
by the Minaret Club, the ASCE, the
ASME and the AIEE.
TENTATIVE PLANS
According to an announcement
received recently from officers of
(Continued on page two)

GRADS TO FETE
BENGAL ELEVEN
Greenville Alumni Chapter To
Hold Meet Following Turkey Day Fracas
Plans for the annual banquet
and meeting of the Greenvlle Alumni Chapter who will play host to
all visiting alumni that attend the
Furman-Clemson game in Greenville Thursday have been announced
by Goode Bryan, secretary of the
Greenville organzaton
According
tc Mr. Bryan the banquet will be
held in the main dining room of j
the Poinsatt Hotel Thursday night !
after the game; all Clemson grad- !
uates are cordially invited and are
(Continued on page two)

HARRY "NIG" SHORE, the
pride of Tigertown and Captain of the powerful Bengal
eleven and widely known as
the man-of-all-positions who
will s?e plenty of action in
Thursday's championship game.

Harcombe Is Better
After Long Illness RATS BLOW OUT THE
Mess-Hall Captain Undergoes
Serious Operation in Anderson Hospital
The members of the Clemson College faculty, administration, and
student body are glad to know that
Mess Hall Captain J. D- Harcomhe
has returned to his home here following a very serious operation
performed two weeks ago, and is
well on the road to recovery.
Although the mess hall has been
functioning efficiently for the last
six weeks during the sickness of
Captain Harcombe, his absence has
been keenly felt by both the cadets
and the college authorities, and
much pleasure has been shown following announcements of his recovery.

Reporter Unearths Ancient Tales
Of Cadet Activities In Greenville
Compliments of Ye Uncle WiUde
Harkening back to our files,
a roving reporter has recently
unearthed a copy of the "Oconee-Pickens
Smoke Signal".
This ancient edition shows that
cadets of the past had much
the same ideas as cadets of today. The article on cadet activities, taken from a faded
copy of the Thanksgiving issue
of 1628, is as follows:
Having enjoyed one of Grub-

Once again Clemson's field house
will echo to the melodic strains of
"Sweet Sue" as the JuBgaleers.
inaugurate- the Thanksgiving festivities with their distinctive musics
Playing for annual Thanksgiving
Hop, the orchestra led by Farmer has promised a presentation ot
musical offerings which will please
every dance lover. The dance tonight, thou.gh not the largest of
the season, promises to be one of
the most enjoyable.
^JNGALEERS POPULAR
Since their successful European
tour the Jungaleers have filled a.
lengthy series of outstanding college and commercial engagements.
Jim Farmer has spared no effort to
have the lads present the type of
music that the public demands.
Constantly adding sparkling newarrangements to their repertoire
(Continued on page two)

master
Harcombe's
annual
Thanksgiving feasts, the one
hundred and twenty cadets of
Clemson Academy are eagerly
anticipating the Indian ball
game with their oldest foes, Ye
Greenville School for Boys. After a hard term, the cadets
are planning to have a gala
time in the nearby village. Although the lads have done considerable damage in the village
(Continued on page eight)

BUNGALOW OF MAGIC
Furman Frosh Crushed 27-0 In
Fast Game Played HereSaturday
Displaying a brilliant offense, the
Clemson Rats drove over a touchdown barely two minutes after the
opening kick-off to take the lead:
which they increased as the game
progressed to finally down the Little Hurricane, 2 7-0, here last Saturday afternoon on Riggs Field. A.
large crowd braved the chilly weather to watch the yearlings battle fox
the last time this year.
... ,
McMAKEN SCORES
The Bengals' first tally came after Huffine had advanced the ball
down the field to place them in a
(Continued . on page seven)'

LT. COL. CATTS VISITS
CLEMSON DURING TOUR
OF CORPS INSTITUTIONS
Lt. Col. Gordon R. Catts, Fourth
Corps Area, R. O. T. C. made an
informal visit of inspection of the
Clemson campus last Friday. Col.
Catts visited each of the military
classes in their regularly scheduled
hours, and expressed himeslf as
highly pleased with the instruction
and the facilities.
The inspecting officer also visited the storerooms, supply rooms,
and mess hall; he was particularly
impressed with the mess and the
up-to-date kitchen.
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HOLIDAY HOP TO TENTATIVE PROJECTS FOR ENGINEERING DAY
INTRAMURAL SPORTS STOP UNTIL NEW YEAR;
TENTATIVE SOCCER SCHEDULE IS ANNOUNCED BE GALA AFFAIR
TO COVER VARIED FIELDS OF OBSERVATION
Soccer Team Schedule Includes
Several Out-of-State Opponents
At the present time the intramural sports are in the in-between
stages as the company teams are
going through a series of practice
games in preparation for the regimental tournament which will be
played off in February.
Because of the extremely large
number of men taking part in the
sports it will be necessary to form
two leagues after the Christmas
holidays.
Beginning Monday, December 9 and lasting until December 18 a practice series will be
played in order that the respective teams can become accustomed
to the floor, varied opposition, and
tournament routine.
The usual
trophies, gold basketballs for the
winners and silver ones for the runners-up, will be awarded.
About 35 men have been practicing lately for the soccer teams
which will represent Clemson in
several exhibition matches in North
and South Carolina.
On December 13 the teams will play in Rock
Hill and on the 14 the soccerites
engage Davidson at Davidson. Tentative games have been arranged
with Riverside, Furman, and the
Asheville School.

Clemson's Own Jungaleers to
Offer Their Distinctive
Dance Rhythms

Purple Threat

GILL

TRASK MoCARSON will be
one of Dizzy McLeod's mainstays in tomorrow's clash on
Manly Field. He has an excellent record in the season's
past encounters.

Probable Line up

Greenville Alumni
Will Hold Banquet
(Continued from page one)
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The Tiger Service Station
TEXACO PRODUCTS
COLD DRINKS
SANDWICHES

Open During Thanksgiving Dance

Thusday: "West Point of the
Air" with Wally Berry, Rob't
Young, and Maureen O'Sulivan
Friday: "Welcome Home" with
James Dunn & Arlene Judge.
Saturday: "Three Musketeers",
with Walter Able
Monday: "Cardinal Richlieu",
with George Arliss
Tuesday: "Personal Maid's Secret"
Wednesday "Lover Divine", portraying life of Franz Schubert

and constantly perfecting their technique, the orchestra has become
recognized as one of the leading
college orchestras of the South.
DECORATIONS FEATURE
Under the expert direction of
W. R. Gill and S. A. Wolfe, the
CDA decoration committee has again created a scheme of decoration of appropriate charm and beauty. Ever striving to make the field
house a more suitable dancers' ren- SOPHOMORE Y COUNCIL
HEARS DR. DANIEL TALK
dezvous, the committee has produced schemes throughout the fall
season which have drawn unstinted
At a recent meeting of the Sophpraise from many admirers.
omore YMCA Council, held in the
club room of the YMCA Building, Dr. D. W. Daniel, Dean of the
School of General Science, made an
interesting
address on "A iFlrst
The following has been anClass
Man".
The address was basnounced by Coach Neely as the
ed
on
three
great
principles, first,
probable starting line-up for towaste
no
time;
second,
do your best
morrow's game:
at all times; and third, show your
LE—Shuford
appreciation of the home folks.
LT—Brown
NEW 3IEMBERS
LG—Croxton
Two
new
members, J. C .Boesch
C—Shore
and
E.
C.
Olson,
were unanimously
RG—Inabinet
voted
into
the
organization
at this
RT—Black
meeting.
RE—Kissam

cessful and so many old grads atHenley, Dawson, Kissam, and tended until it was necessary for a
number of them to be turned away
McConnell to Report for
due to lack of accomodations. With
F irst Practice
this fact in view Mr. Bryan has
requested-,
that any alumnus desirTwenty-five men heeded Captain
Swede Henley's call for varsity box- ing to attend the banquet should
ers yesterday and' preparations were communicate with him at once and
made for practice to begin Monday. make his reservations.
INTERESTING PROGRAM
Roddy Kissam, 179; Bubba DawSpeeches by various outside noson, 139; T. S. McConnell, 169, and
Henley, heavyweight are the return- tables as well as Clemson officials
ing lettermeri; Jackie Williams, will feature the program. The Clemlightweight for the past two years, son football team will be the guests
will not be out this fall it is an- of the chapter on this occasion as
has been the custom in the past sevnounced.
Prospects are extremely bright eral years. Old grads in attendance
for an excellent squad this season, will be charged one dollar per plate
and bouts have been tentatively at the "banquet, and anyone who
scheduled with the University of feels able is earnestly requested to
Georgia (two matches), the Uni- purchase extra tickets to be used
versity of Florida, North Carolina by the players.
State, University of South Carolina,
and Presbyterian. The first fight OFFICERS ARE CHOSE^
that is definitely scheduled is with
FOR SAVANNAH GROUP
the Georgia Bulldogs on January
17, here.
At a recent meeting of the ClemMANY CANDIDATES
son students from Savannah, the
The men who reported in the re- Savannah^Clemson Club was reorspective weights are: 119— Hol- ganized and officers for the year
brock, Boselli, Peahody, and Ar- were elected. Plans were tentativenold; 129— Dukes, Murray, Sloan, ly made for having the annual
Anderson, Harden, and Lemmon; Christmas dance during the holi139— Byrd, Dawson, Candy, Jones, days.
-and McPeters; 149— McAlhany,
NEW OFFICERS
Bertram, Hinson, Johnstone, and
The following officers for the club
♦;♦
Dunn; 159— Waters and Jordan; were named: R. V. Martin, presi169— T. S. McConnell; 179—Rod- dent; J. F. Dunlap, vice-president,
dy Kissam; unlimited—Henley.
and E. D. Wells, secretary and treaHenley and Dawson won the 4th surer.
Corps Area championships in their
JUNGALEERS TO PLAY
classes during summer camp at
Plans were made for having the
Fort McClellan.
Henley fought annual dance at the Savannah Golf
Khoury of L. S. U. and Dawson Club the evening of December 23,
tangled with Ketchum, also of L. with music for the occasion furnishS. U. and (Southeastern Conference ed by Jim Farmer and the Clemchamp.
son Jungaleers. This is to be an
Jack Mikell is manager of the informal dance and all Clemson capugilists and Bill Folk is junior dets in uniform will be admitted
assistant.
without an invitation.

B
H

BOWING

ler.tinued from page one)

especially urged to bring their wives
BOXING PRACTICE TO and
lady friends.
MANY EXPECTED
BEGIN NEXT MONDAY Last year
the affair was so suc-
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QB—Berry
LH—Folger
RH—Lee
FB—Horton

An adventure is an inconvenience
rightly considered.
An inconvenience is an adventure wrongly considered.—G. K. Chesterton.

I Event to Top Season's Activities For Two Schools
(Continued from page one»
the clubs sponsoring this event, the
tentative plans now being discussed by engineering and architectural faculty members include the presentation of the history of engineering by means of minature modles.
These models will follow a
scheme in which various phases of
development in the engineering
world will be portrayed from as
far back as 1750 up to the present
day.
Other interesting projects now
being studied for probable specimens of engineering and architectural ability include a miniature of
the Santee-Coper Project now under
development in Charleston county.
OTHER PLANS
There will also be a miniature
of Camp Clark at Batesburg and
a relief map is being planned and
is expected to be in use for the
occasion of the local campus. Many
ether plans are also under way for
this most colorful event of the
spring season.
The president of the local chapter of the American Society of Civil
Engineers has recently made a
statement that the organization is
planning to give as suitable souvenirs of the celebration small concrete brickettes which will be neatly and atractively painted for their
use as paper weights.
Patronize Tiger Advertisers
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JUST ARRIVED
COLLEGE SEAL JEWELRY
We have The King Company's Line that
we have handled for over 25 years—
We Guarantee it to give Satisfaction.
PINS — BRACELETS — COMPACTS
NOVELTIES
See Our Line and Make Your Selections Early
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Gifts Of All Kind
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Perfume Sets, Kodaks, Week-End Bags, and
Many Other Useful Christmas Gifts.
Special orders if necssary to supply your needs.
Come in and talk it over with us.
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P. S. McCOLLUM, President
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Neeley's Bengal Eleven To Encounter Hurricane Tomorrow
TURKEY DAY GRIDIRON CLASSIC
DECIDES STATE CHAMPIONSHIP LOCAL ENOilER FRAT
Both Teams Boast Impressive
Records This Year; Odds
Are Even
CROWDS

INITIATESJpR MEN

Big Guy

Tau Beta Pi Formally Inducts
Seven Prominent Students
Into Organization

Austin, Bruce, Dunlap, Heap,
Martin, and Price Are
Honored by Chemists

Linesman

EXPECTED

(Continued from pa&e one,)
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ATHANOR FORMALLY INITIATES
SDC PLEDGES INTO FRATERNITY

HURRICANE READY
By no means has Coach Dizzy
McLeod been resting on the season's laurels, but has been spending the few remaining practice sessions before the big game by brushing up on fundamentals and deception, so as to have his lamed House
of Magic in tip-top form to give the
Tigers a sound trimming. A victory to them would make up for
the 7-0 defeat administered them
last fall by Clemson, and also wrest
the State crown from the Tiger
throne where it has perched jauntily for a year.
GOOD RECORDS
Both teams have made impressive
records this year, and, by comparative scores and otherwise, the two
clubs may be classed as just about
even and nothing more Man for
man, team for team, and by any
other method of grading, they stack
up the same, and the winner can
be selected only after the teams
have met and one has emerged the
victor.
The return of McCarson
and Dorn to the Purple line bolstered their cause considerably, but
Black and Brown, mammouth Tiger tackles, can stand side by side
with the best in this section. Hardrock Smith is back again this fall
with the Greenville institution, and
Is said to be holding down his guard
position to perfection, but across
the line from this veteran tomorrow
observers will find Bill Croxton and
Clarence Inabinet playing their final
game for the Alma Mater. In between the sheard-charging guards,
Captain Harry Shore, All-Stater,
will be perched waiting to demonstrate his ability at diagnosing and
wrecking enemy plays before they
get under way. All in all, it should
be a great battle between two superb lines, and the margin of victory will not be found in this forward wall where the two lines will
most likely battle toe for toe
throughout the contest, neither giving an inch.
BRILLIANT RACKS
The team that wins will be the
team that can make its passes click
combined with the necessary driving power needed when an opportunity for scoring presents itself.
Both squads boast brilliant backs
but, in Net Berry, the Bengals have
the best passer, and there is a possibility that Shore may handle some
of the ball throwing. Besides Berry, Coach Neely has an array of
stellar performers to throw into
the attack in Hinson, Lawton, Lee,
Horton, Pennington, and Folger.
The aforementioned backs have been
giving the opposition plenty of headaches throughout their campaign,
and may be depended upon to give
the best they have tomorrow. Furman followers are looking for Rhor,
Scott, and Griffin to do most of
their ground gaining, but the Purple and White have no backs to
compete with the Tiger array, so it
looks as if the real difference between the teams will be found here
and Clemson has a decided advantage, unless it is a wet day.

*

YMCA Barber Shop
GET WELL GROOMED
FOR THANKSGIVING

Bailey and Kay
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Al Yarborov.gh, senior center, who will pass his last ball
in tomorrow's encounter with
Furman's Purple Hurricane.
He has seen service in every
important game for the past
three years.

a Sigma
Iota
Induces Three Men
National Education Frat Fledges Outstanding Students
j
The local chapter of Iota Lambda
Sigma, national honorary fraternity
for studetns majoring in industrial
education, tapped three outstanding
members of the industrial education class to become members of
the organization at a meeting of
the fraternity held early last week.
The following men have been
pledged to the fraternity: D. M.
Mahaffey, W. J. England and W.
C. Culler. The informal initiation
began the first of this week and
will continue for a period of two
weeks followed by one week of formal initiation.
According to an announcement of
Professor H iS. Tate, associate professor of Vocational Education, the
following officers for the 193 5-36
session have been named; J. B.
Compton of Union, president; H. B.
iDuke of Madison, vice-president;
and P. J. Brown of Liberty, secretary and treasurer.

EASY WAY
HORSE ® WEARING GREEN
GLASSES SEES
EXCELSIOR (§).
THINKS IT IS
GRASS AND
EATS IT THUS
OPENING
CAGE © AND
RELEASING
HORSE FLIES.
HORSE BECOMES
ANGRY AND
KICKS STUDENT
THROUGH
WINDOW
AND HE CAN
STUDY LAW OF
GRAVITY ON
WAY DOWN

!

|
!
j
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After an informal initiation o£
two weeks, the formal initiation of
three seniors and four outstanding
junior engineers into the local chapter of Tau Beta Pi was conducted
last Thursday night. The seniors
were J. L. Simpson, Earl Phillips
and M. M. Stokely; the juniors were
R. E. LeRoy, W. M. Simpson, W.
Folk and R. L. Geisburg.
BANQUET IN GREENVILLE
Following the formal ceremony,
the members journeyed to Greenville to attend a oanquet at the
Poinsett Hotel. The program was
conducted with S M. Orr as toastmaster, R. F. Scott extended a welcome to the new members, followed
by a response from M. M. Stokely in
behalf of the new members.
LITTLEJOHN SPEAKS
Mr. J. C. L.ttlejohn, (business
manager of Clemson College, delivered a most entertaining and instructive address.
Mr. Littlejohn
is a very active member of the
local chapter of Tau Beta Pi. In
bis address he gave a clear picture
of the new and active part that the
engineer is expected to play in the
future, not only in the field of engineering but :'n politics as well as
other phases of society.
Professor S. B. Earle introduced
the next speaker, Mr. George R.
Morgan of Greenville, a graduate
of Clemson in '14 and Cornell in
'16. After serving a year in France
as a Captain in the war, he returned to Cornell to serve as a member
of the faculty. Following this he
returned to Greenville where was
associated with J. E. Sirrine Co. for
several years. At the present he
Is head of an engineering supply
company in Greenville.
Mr. Morgan in his address, stressed the importance of being able to
sell yourself to the other fellow if
you desire to be successful in engineering or any other business. He
pointed out the ways of improving the personality making it possible to associate and cooperate better and pleasantly with otner people.
Professor D. D. Curtis of the

ORGANIZED IN 1931

Hiii^li#
Bill Croxton, valiant Tiger
guard who will block iiis last
tackier in tomorrow's game.
Bill has been one of the mainstays in tlie powerful Tiger line
this year and will be sorely
missed.
N.Y.U. S'iUDENT UNEARTHS
UNIQUE CRIBiJLNG METHOD
Some smart lad at N.YU. has
found a new way to crib. It seems
that notes wrtten on spectacles or
watch crystals in grapefruit juice
become visible when breathed upon.
Suppose you are not bespectacled
and do not possess a timepiece, then
what? Well, why crib anyway.

Following two weeks of informal
initiation six pledges were formally
introduced into the Athanor last
Thursday evening just prior to a
banquet which was sponsored by
the organization
HUFF SPEAKS
Dr. L. >D. Huff, associate professor of Physics anjj a member of
the local Physics Department made
an address on "Radio Activity as Related to the Structure, of an Atom"
immediately following the supper.
NEW MEMBERS
• The following students were formally admitted into the local fraternity: F. J. Austin of Asheville;
R. C. Bruce of Greenville; J. F.
Dunlap of Savannah; E.. Heap of
Providence, R. I.; R. W. Martin
of Savannah; and H. S. Price of
Walterboro
PURPOSE OF CLUB
The Athanor is a local chemistry
society organized in 1931 by students majoring in chemistry for the
purpose of promoting higher scholarships, social interests, and a spirit
of friendship and service among
those students whose major interests lie in the field of chemistry.
The present organization is made
up of. ten members of the student
body, two chemistry assistants and
Professor W. L. Lippincott and Dr.
H. L. Hunter, faculty members.

Clemson faculty presented certificates of membership to those members initiated last spring, which
Make it thy business to know
was the final feature of the ban- thyself, which is the most difficult
quet
lesson in the world.—Cervantes.
||IHSS!IiasilHS

BALENTINE'S
"Aristocratic Pig"

Hams-Breakfast Bacon-Pore Lard
PURE PORK SAUSAGE
South Carolina's Own Meat Packers
110 E. Court Street.

STUDY
LAW OF GRAVITY

Greenville, S. C.

AND AN EASYWAY
TO ENJOY A PIPE
HERE'S MY
ANGLE
I
SMOKE FOR
PLEASURE,
SO WHY NOT

SMOKE RA.
AND ENJOY
THE BEST.'

WHY P. A. PLEASES—
PRINCE ALBERT
USES MILD. MELLOW
TOBACCO THAT
NEVER BITES THE
TONGUE.THEN IT
IS *CRIMP CUT«AND AROUND
SO PIPEFULS
ARE PACKED INTO
THE BIG 2-OUNCE
ECONOMY TIN

FRINGE ALBERT
THVNATIONAL

JOY SMOKE!
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l_tliat, despite popular opinion,
Charlie Farmer insists that he has
some prestige to hold up in the
-commandant's office.
-OSCAH SAYS-

that the last straw of the week
was the TIGER business manager
trying to sell an ad to the "The
Pickwick", Furman's jew-shop.

CARTOONIST
V. M. Shell
BUSINESS
W. 0. Burfcett, AssUUuit Bu»lnesB Manager; T. J. Wilkes, Freshman Assistant
CIRCULATION
J. I. Davis, W. B. Hlott, Associate Circulation Managers
B. D. Cain, J. C. Clyburn, Assistant Circulation Managers
T. H. Cox, B. W. Manning, M. M. Motes, F. C. Wardlaw,
G. C. Paulson, and H. L. Lawhon, Assistants

-OSCAR SAYS-

that Jim 'Sanders, who is runnerup to Nick Barney as the oldest
cadet, was a perfect host last weekend to about half of the corps and
a large portion of Anderson college
and that the only sour note was
that Red thought he was serious.
-OSCAR SAYS-

STUDENT

ACTIVITIES

Tl NDERGRAPUATE PARTICIPATION in "student
activities" such enterprises as debating, dramatics,
newspapers, literary magazines, religious organizations, as well as social functions of various types
is of fundamental importance, and any student who does
not take an interest in them need hope to find little appreciation of his capabilities.
When a group of observant, intellectual, open-hearted
young men come together and freely mix' with one another,
■exchange ideas on various subjects and discuss their difficulties on others, they are sure to learn something. The writers
group gets together and gains fresh matter of thought. The
socially inclined student can, by participation in social gatherings, learn a great deal about conducting himself in the proper manner at these functions. Undergraduates of religious
nature are sure to enlighten themselves if they take an interest in the various organizations which promote religious welfare. The forensic group of collegians will undoubtedly get
ideas from one another and realize their mistakes when they
assemble to deliver or practice their debates. These participants in "student activities" will gain for themselves new
ideas and views, something to think about, and will derive certain principles which will help solve the problems which confront them every day of the school year.
Problems of daily life are not taken up or discussed in
the class room. The complete absorption of the student in
his studies does not give the best kind of college training. The
"book worm" who studies during his every available hour of
the day and does not care for the recreational and intellectual
benefits of student activities is hurting himself. In student
activity one interprets the knowledge that he is attaining,
reconstructs, and builds up the ideas that he already knows.
Often college graduates make the statement that student
activities were of greater intellectual value than their studies.
We would substitute these student activities for our studies? Of course not. The activities are only incidental and
are fundamentally the fruits of the class room. The initiative to carry on activity comes from the students themselves
The teaching of English causes the collegian to become intertested in writing and newspaper work. The teaching of physics causes the boys to leave the class room arguing with one
another, each trying to convince the others as to his ideas
about the subject. The student of engineering may join an
engineering society, attend the meetings, and derive much
benefit.
It is the concensus of opinion that the graduate who
has taken part in college activities and thereby gained a
well-rounded education has a better chance of obtaining a
position than the "book-worm" who has spent all of his time
in college in the effort to excell in his class work, and who has
devoted none of his time toward attaining an education thru
participation in the different types of extra-curricula activity.
We are convinced that in any ideal college, student participation in college activities is important and we urge collegians to avail themselves of these activities in order that
they may, after graduation, go out into the world with a
broader outlook and with an intellectual power and understanding which is vitally essential.
—D. D. P.

that he is pleased to report that
yard engine number 9 has been
moved up a notch by the recent
moving of number 6.
OSCAR SAYS

__that one of the Anderson flashes
at the Y social seemed to enjoy it
with increasing fervour, increasing
after every lungful of fresh air she
inhaled with her date.
-OSCAR SAYS-

__that he is pleased to note that
Bill L-ippincott has picked up his
annual sophcmore stooge already
and that everything is just too
ducky now.
OT-.CAR SAYS

__that since it has been rumored
around that a company is to be
made out of Cavalry Hall Ralph
Woodward has his first shoe-shine
in four years.
—.

OSCAR SAYS

SLICE
There has been so much said
about the cu*, system that we hesitate to add our measure. The thing
does have faults and glaring ones
but most of the gripers refuse to
see the other side. It is new, Clemson Jias a peculiar set-up ana a
system that would work elsewhere
would be impractical herb, and the
authorities are simply trying it out.
We are the goats and we have to
take it on the chin, it is true, but,
after all, it is progress. A move is
afoot to remedy a few faults at the
end of this semester and that, we
think, is a fine thing. Many mistakes have been made that cannot
be corrected but that may be checked off as experience. The fact that
we are so many guinea pigs upon
which an experiment in school administration is being run must be
realized before just criticism may
be made. And realizing that full
well we still think there's a lot of
truth in the statement somebody
made to the effect that we have a
system all right but the only thing
we have left to cut is our own
throats.
RECIPROCATION
Somehow the idea of turned tables always appeals to us. It was
with a vast sorrow therefore that
we watched the army eject a couple
of gentlemen who were just beginning here last Monday. They were
a couple of seedy looking young
fellows who were wandering thru
barracks with brief cases, knocking
on doors and spreading their samples before the amazed eyes of any
sucker they happened to find at
home.
Magazine salesmen they
were, trying to sell their wares to
college boys. And we wondered as
we saw the officer of the day ordering them off the premises whether they were authentic of whether
they were just a couple of citizens
who were rebelling against the
steady stream of lads working their
ways through college • which had
flowed over their door-steps all summer.

day from a reader who could find
nothing wrong with the column. Aa
a cadet we are thankful for inside
reveilles which are just beginning,
for the plan of one of the local honor frats to correct the cut system,
for Uncle Sam's eight hundred
thousand dollars, and, after spending last week-end on guard duty,
we are a little thankful for being alive.
Yes, it is definitely Thanksgiving.
This paper will be given you Wednesday night while you are in the
middle of a banquet; turkey, fruit,
women, music, and noise, such
noise.
You'll be in the holiday
spirit by the time this reaches you
and we find it a bit hard to meet
your mood since this is written on
the fag end of a very blue Monday.
There isn't much use to say anything about the things you're going
to do tomorrow because logic and
reason have little to do with
Thanksgivings spent in Greenville
with the Furman game occurring in
the middle of them.
Besides it
just isn't in us to be laying down
rules for behavior which we have
no idea of following ourselves.

ANTI-WAR PROPAGANDA

If we clip tilings from other papers,
we are too lazy to write them
ourselves;
If we stick close to the job all the
time,
We ought to be out hunting up
news;
If we go out and try to hustle,
Wre ought to be in the office;
If we don't print contributions,
We don't appreciate true genius;
And if we do print them, the paper
is filled with junk;
If we make a change in the other
fellow's write-up,
We are too critical;
If we don't, we are asleep.
Now like as not some guy will say
we swiped this from some other paper!

__that one of the Converse ladies
who infested the campus last Sunday had a pretty tough time laying
hands on her big strong football
TALK OF THE TOWN
star but after much argument she
HOLIDAY
finally cornered him.
It's here again, Thanksgiving is.
OSCAR SAYS
And
on this eve we find ourselves
__that "The Talk of the Town" recasting
about for something to be
minds Oscar of the way Ben Berthankful
for. It's a moot question
nie's band looks to Walter Winand one that will bear thought, but
chell.
we do bring to mind a few things.
OSCAR SAYS
__that Rat Cox, prime freshman As a columnist we are thankful for
Cavalry Hall and its unending flow
guard, just couldn't let Furman
put one over on him so he followed of material, for Brown and Gill
and the space they fill, for the ether
the old axiom that "actions speak
papers of the state which always
louder than words."
give
us something to argue about,
OSCAR SAYS
and for the letter we got the other
__that Sophomores Ferguson and
Olson just had to go to Toccoa on
legal business last week-end and
that Oscar is awfully sorry she had
a date.
OSCAR SAYS

TALK OF THE TOWTT

UP AMD UP
This week we bring to those who
worry over the moral state of the
nation a cheering note. It may be
true that vice is rampant and that
sin is riding rough-shod over the
nation but we did witness a decisive vicory for the forces of good.
There was a wreck last week-end on
the campus, the car of an intoxicated gentleman who was heading
in the general direction of Atlanta
and that of a minister aimed at
Charlotte becoming entangled down
in front of Sloan's,r, When we arrived on the scene a goodly crowd
of bystanders were, ,}ined up on the
side of the convivial, one who was
insisting that he ..was on the right
side of the road, and pointing out
the tire marks which showed that
he was. The reverend, however, in
ringing tones denounced the gentleman and.by the time the authorities arrived he had been reduced
to maudlin tears; Both of the parties concerned were strangers here
and the crowd had no particular
sympathy either way.
When we
first arrived those who had seen the
wreck were solidly behind the
drunk. When we left, the minister's flow of rhetoric and the innate
respect for the cloth which is
present in all of us had completely
won them over. And they joined
in a hearty sneer for the man who
sobbed that he "didn't have nothing
except a wife and four kids."

■

—that he notes from his perusal of
the exchanges that half of the columns in last week's JOHNSONIAN
was censored again and that he too
would like to offer his space to
the worthy cause.
OSCAR SAYS

__that he notes from the teame
paper that a student has suggested
that the name of the Winthrop publication be changed to "The Tigress", but that, in view of the state
political situation and the attitude
of most of the people here, he is
afraid to offer a reciprocal suggestion.

From a deluge of anti-war propaganda in our exchanges, we pick
this short paragraph.
American youth are beginning to
I realize they are too fine and valuable to be shot to pieces in a split
second merely because some warcrazed dictator wants to involve nations and inhance his own country's
commercial and economic interests.

-OSCAR SAYS-

ADVICE TO EDITORS

that if Funnan beats Clemson Thanksgiving the Salvation
Army band will probably be
playing "Who In the Hell
Would Have Thought It?" just
outside of Manly Field gates.
(Continued on page five)

How to Publish a Paper:
Getting out this paper is no picnic.
If we print jokes, people say we are
silly;
If we don't, they say we are too
serious;

WE

DIP:
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Oscar Says
(Continued from

page

four)

-OSCAR SAY8-

that Oscar hates to think of
what is going to happen if the rumor he hears about the Clemson
student section being placed behind
the goal posts by the Furman authorities is true.

THE

KEVEIUL.E OB1FERS IDEAS
OF COEDS' VIEWPOINTS
From the REVEILLE we snatch
these lines.
The college girl of today knows
where she is headed and which
route she will follow. She intends
to broaden her viewpoints and get
out of life the most that she can
and to paddle her own canoe.
Because of that last sentence we
offer three cheers to the college
girl of today.
Patronize Tiger Advertisers
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COLLEGE PRESS LIPPINCOTT ORGANIZES
TECH WORKERS FIND NEW
METHOD YARN PRODUCTION
Working wonders from wood, research workers of the state experiment station at Georgia Tech have
found that rayon yarn can be made
from slash pine. The possibilities
of its commercial production are
being studied.

-OSCAJt 8AYS-

__that Archibald Wintersmith Todd
saw red last Sunday when he opened his box from home and found
that Misdom, Ritchie, Scott and a
few others had beaten him to the
draw.

TIGER,

SCHOLARSHIP OFFERED
BY HAMILTON COLLEGE
The PURPLE and WHITE offers
this oddity to our column.
Probably the most unique scholarship in America is one offered by
Hamilton College. Worth $500, it
is open to all men in America by
the name of Leavenworth.
We only know of one Leavenworth, and it would hardly be in a
position to use a scholarship.
THE GAMECOCK, CAROLINA
Recently a northern newspaper
carried the following headlines:
"Sing Sing Challenges Army Team".
Probably the inmates of dear ole
Sing Sing wanted to prove that
trite saying "The Pen is Mightier
than the Sword."

DROP IN

Carpenter

CLEMSONJIEE CLUB
More

Than

Ninety-five

Brother's

Pharmacy

WHILE IN GREENVILLE
Main Street (Directly in Front of Poinsett Hotel)

Stu-

dents Respond to Initial
Call
GUEST TO ASSIST

PRESTONE - ALCOHOL (75c Gal)
:?<

Under the able direction of Prof.
QUAKER STATE AND PENNZOIL MOTOR
Bill Lippincott of the Chemistry
Department a Clemson College Glee
Club is being organized for the
LEWIS ANDERSON, Operator
first time in four years.
'jBa)ggrei«iK!KiiKM«i»iiaraiaBagra^
MANY TRY OUT
Over 95 men responded to the
initial call for candidates sent out
November 11, and practices are being held each Monday, Wednesday,
and Thursday nights.
READY SOON
It is expected that the organizaCLEMSON HEADQUARTERS
tion will be ready for outside engagements in nearby towns within
IN GREENVILLE
a few months.
GUEST IS ORGANIZER
Much credit is due Karl Guest,
Clemson senior, who with the aid of
Prof. Lippincott, has organized this
year's group.
o

SINCLAIR

SERVICE STATION

HEYWARD MAHON COMPANY

SOUTH CAROLINA'S FINEST STORE FOR MEN
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WILLIE HOPPE, champion of champions,
and most famous personality of the billiard world! Mr. Hoppe has learned that
a mild cigarette affords, more pleasure...
and that mildness is essential to one who
prizes healthy nerves. He says: "Championship billiards call for healthy nerves.
It was a happy day for me when I turned
to Camels. I found I could smoke all I
wish and never have 'edgy' nerves. I have
smoked Camels for a long time, and I
want to compliment Camels on their
mildness. It must take more expensive
tobaccos to give that special Camel flavor
I like so much—always cool and good."
You, too, will find a new delight once
you turn to Camels. They never get
on your nerves... never tire your taste.

'
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mmm

• Camels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS

:M.

...Turkish and Domestic...
than any other popular brand.
{Signed) R. J. REYNOLDS
TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, N. C.
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TUNE INS Deane Jams'Tel HUM°«•
8

O 1935, R. J. Remolds Tob. Go.

OILS

^^"w ABC-Columbia Network

.E.S.T..

V
YOU'LL LIKE THEIR MILDNESS TOO
It has been found again and again that Camels do not
jangle the nerves...and athletes who smoke Camels steadily
say: "Camels do not get your wind." Make Camels your
cigarette! Keep fit. Smoke more—and enjoy smoking more!

_~o
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TWELVE MEN WILL
REPRESENT CLEMSON
AT YiiGi, MEETING

ANNUAL MEETING OF
U, 0, G. TO BE HELD
hERE DECEMBER 3-5

Heading For the Last Line-Up

Program Features Tour of
Campus, Parade, Business
Meetings, and Banquet

Convention of Student Volununteer Movement to be Held
In Indianapolis
R. C. Commander, president of
the local ,iMCA, announces that
nearly a dozen men will attend the
Twelfth Quadrennial Convention of
the Student Volunteer Movement
which is to be held in Indianapolis
the last of December. More than
twenty-five hundred delegai.es gathering during their Christmas holiday periods from several hundred
colleges and universities of Canada and the United States, unitedly
facing world conflicts and social
changes in the light of Christian
preceipts, will be present for the
meeting.
CLEMSON DELEGATES
The following men intend to
make the trip: Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, General Secretary of the local
YM'CA; J. R. Cooper, Associate Secretary of the local YMCA; R. C.
Commander, president of the local
YMCA; R. W. Cureton; P. Q. Langston; W. A. Lee; W. M. Simpson;
E. D. Wells; C. A. Gray; and C. P.
Guess.
GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY
This convention, which may well
be termed the Golden Anniversary
of the Student Volunteer Movement,
will have as its guests of honor this
year, Mr. John R. Mott and Mr.
Robert E. Speer, co-founders with
Robert P. Wilder of the Movement
that has fired students with missionary zeal and has been a great
influencing factor in having over
13,000 of its members sail for service in 110 mission fields

UNIQUE PROGRAM
The program will consist of platform addresses, informal seminars,
international teas, musical programs, a missionary play, and numerous motion pictures. The Convention is to be held December 28
through January 1.

GOVERNOR TO SPEAK

(Upper left) T. I. Brown, linesman, (j'enter) Roddy Kissam, end,
(upper right) Clarence lnabinet,
linesman, (lower left) Tate Horton,
back, (lower right) John Troutman,
linesman.

Nine Stars Flash For Last Time
GREENVILLE DAIRYMEN
AND NUMEROUS OTHER
VISITORS INSPECT BARN
Among the most outstanding visitors on the campus last week were
representatives from the Experiment Stations at the University of
Georgia at Athens and the University of Tennessee at Knoxville who
made an inspection tour of the
campus and the newly erected dairy
barn. The group from the University of Georgia was headed by Dean
P. W. Chapman of the University.
Last Wednesday, the Clemson
College Dairy Department entertaned a .group of more than fifty
outstanding dairymen from Greenville County headed oy County Agent W. R. Gray of Greenville. The
group made a tour of the college
farms during the morning and were
entertained at dinner at the dairy
barn by the members of the dairy
faculty and the college officials. The
afternoon program consisted of a
visit to the pastures, the dairy barn
and an inspection of the herds at
Clemson.

COLLEGE QUOTA
Each college is allowed a definite
quota in proportion to its enrollment.
Christian Associations on
the campus grounds of the various
colleges and universities over the
United States are taking a leading
part in forming a Local Quadrennial Convention Committee which
shall present the whole convention
to the campus, select and send the
delegates.
This convention, like
BALLOT BOXES STUFFED
its predecessors at Detroit in 1927
Recent headlines in the KENand Buffalo in 1931 will be world- TUCKY KERNEL flared out these
embracing in its thought and life- words "Election Void."
long in its influence on the indiUpon investigation it was charged
vidual delegate.
that the ballot boxes had been
stuffed.
The student council imPatronize Tiger Advertisers
mediately nullified the election.
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The annual meeting of tne South
Carolina Division of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy will
be neld at Clemson December 3, 4,
and 5 under the auspices of the
local organization which is headed
by Mrs. W. W. Klugh.
VANDiVER IS PRESIDENT
Mrs. Klugh is in direct charge o£
the entire three-day convention and
plans have been tentatively formulated for the meeting. Mrs. D. S.
Vandiver, president of the South
Carolina Division of the national
organization, will preside over the
meetings.
OVER 200 DELEGATES
It" is estimated that there .will
be more than two hundred delegates,
from all of the various organizations over the state present for- the
convention. These ladies are to be
placed in the homes of the campus
friends by the placing committee
of the Clemscn chapter.
REGISTRATION TUESDAY
Registration will tegin Tuesday
'at z:'60 at the Trustee House. Following the registration, will be the
! president's dinner given by the lad■ ies of the Presbyterian Church,
Among the most outstanding cam! pus celebrities to speak at this oc1
casion will be Dr. D.. W. Daniel,
| Dean of the School of General
Science, and Dr. George Sherrill,
professor of political science, who
will deliver a toast to the spirit of
John C. Calhoun.
The "opening
night" program will feature the Y
double quartet and Professor C. MAsbill who will render several organ solos.
LEE TO BE HONORED
Wednesday morning will be devoted to business meetings and discussions followed by a luncheon at
the Methodist Church.
At 4:45r
there will be a short ceremony for
the purpose of planting and dedicating a small tree to the honor
of General Robert E. Lee.
REGIMENTAL PARADE •
At 5 p. m. there will be a regimental parade staged by the Clemson Cadet Corps on Bowman Field
in honor of the U. D. C. Later in
the evening the visitors will be enertained in the college banquet hall
at an informal dinner given by the
officials of the college.
SIKES TO SPEAK
Thursday morning and afternoon
will be devoted to business meetings
and discussions. The executive board
will be the guests of Mrs. P. S.
McCollum at dinner at noon Thursday. Thursday night will be termed historical night and the deelgateswill have as thier principal speaker
Dr. E. W. Sites', president of the
college. Mrs. John Gantt of Warrenton, Ga., will sing and instrumental music for the occasion will
be furnished by local talent of the
faculty members.

him against uie tnz w>nd tomorrow. There is no praise great eno ugh for Clarence mabinet, lbu
pounder of Orangeourg, wno has
played practically every minute of
Shore, Brown, Hinson, Horton, the '35 schedule and has won ailAmerican menaon this season. Last
lnabinet, Yarborough, Croxyear Nab was an ail-sLate guard.
ton, Troutman, and KisYarborough is one of the best all
sam Through
around centers in this section and
can be counted on to do his best
TWO BACKS
in the final contest. He has already received several early state
BY W. K. LEWIS
nominations. Croxton did not get
Coach Jess Nealy, after tomor- going until the middle of the searow, will find himself minus nine son but he came up to par in fine
of the most colorful and perhaps style and has been seeing regular
Bill is a 19 8the most powerful football men that service of late.
Clemson has ever known, certainly pound guard and has played a neat
the hardest fightng gridsters to at- game during his three varsity years.
TROUTMAN AND KISSAM
tend the Tiger institution since
John
Troutman was kept from
Mentor " Neely has had the helm.
full
action
this year because of his
These finalists are Captain Harry
Shore, Alt. Capt. T. I. Brown, Ran- knees -but he has come in for a
dy Hinson, Tate Horton, Clarence good part of the punting and placelnabinet, Al Yarborough, Bill Crox- kicking in which he shone particuton, John Troutman, and Roddy larly well last fall. Truotman is a
tackle. The ninth member of the
Kissam.
"old guard" is another Orangeburg
SEVEN LINESMEN
Seven of the warriors are lines- product, but he holds down an end
men, two centers, two guards, two and has been a strong man on the
tackles and an end, and the other l flank position during this season.
two handle the ball behind the line, He is Roddy Kissam and tips the
scales at 170, the lightest of the
both halfbacks.
linesmen.
SHORE IS ALL-STAXE
Shore was an all-state guard last
year, yet he showed his ability to
play anything in the line on many
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
occasions. He has played a stellar
DURHAM. N. C.
game at the pivot position all this
fall and is a likely choice for all- Four terms of eleven weeks are given
state again. Dad Brown was like- each year. These may he taken consecutively (graduation in three years) or
wise an all-stater last fall and the three terms may be taken each year
high caliber of the giant 205 pound- (graduation in four years'). The " ener's performances will certainiy trance requirements are intelligence,
clinch his tackle berth again on character and at least two years of
college work, including the subjects
the chosen eleven. Hinson has had specified for Grade A Medical Schools.
a jinx with him practically all sea- Catalogues and application forms may
son and he had a hard time get- be obtained from the Dean.
ting the feel of things; but in the
Citadel game he came through in *:;"^:aj;3s.aHHHHsagH^
B
a nice way and should be hitting
his old stride tomorrow.
Randy
held down a halfback post on the
select state eleven last year and
was also mentioned for ail-American. He's one of the best, and not
only on the gridiron.
HORTON IS PUNTER
Tate "the Jabber" Horton is best
known for his punting ability and I
Seniors and Juniors Use Your Credit and
it is due to this gift of his that
Dressed Up For the Holidays
the Tigers have gotten out of many
difficult holes. Tate will have the
sporting eyes of South Carolina on

Tomorrow Is Finis
For Great Players

DUKE

UNIVERSITY

si

ew Wrap-Around Overcoats
Pigskin and Fur-lined Gloves
Suede Jackets and Sport Sweaters
See HOKE SLOAN for Clothes
Get
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A. P. Sports Writer Names Tiger All-Star Eleven
CAPITAL CITY NEWSPAPER LISTS .

MTHEPUfcWBOX

RATS BLOW OUT THE
MYTHICAL BENGAL GRID LINE UP
BUNGALOW OF MAGIC
SECOND TEAM
POS.
FIRST TEAM
(Continued from page one)

FROM THE PRESS BOX
The Baby Tigers gave an excellent exhibition in their
"wind-up game with the Little Furman Breeze here last 5-atur-day sneaking in the back door of that now well known Mansion of Magic and reducing it to a mere three-room apartment.
The Cubs had a most excellent season, losing only one contest;
they fought a hard battle with the U. S. C. state champs only
to be defeated 7-2. Coach Bob Jones and his able staff composed of Pony Cummings, varsity center of last year, Bill Dillard, speedy little back, and Catfish Watson, stellar end, did
a fine job with the Bengal Frosh and put s team on the field
against Furman that played havoc with practically every
-tricky attempt the Baptists pulled and certainly gave the Big
TTelines something to point for when the whistle blows tomorxow on Manley Field.
HOPING AND PRAYING
We're dead certain that practically every one of the
boys over this way are letting their change just jingle in
their jeans and we hope that the collegians in Greenville
are not being so foolish as to do otherwise. Not that we
haven't confidence in the Tigers, for we have, but these
deciding state championship Thanksgiving games are so
darned uncertain, and moreso this year because of the
fluke scores that have been turned in this fall.
We would indeed be foolish to try and make any predictions (do you remember, Mr. Dinky Williams?) when
even sports writer Jake Wade and the like refuse to bite
on this most uncertain clash. Yet, we venture to say that
if the Tigers carry the pep and smooth running which they
have been showing in practice for the past week over to
Greenville with them tomorrow, the Dorn-McCarsonSmith trio, which has never tasted defeat at the hands of
Clemson, will have something to keep them busy. That
group did not play last year because of their ineligibility.
CONDUCT IN GREENVILLE

k» -*•

We are bringing up the same old reminder that has been
handed down from Thanksgiving to Thanksgiving at the start
of the pilgrimage to Greenville and Furman. Things passed
off exceptionally well year before last in the Textile Town
and also last year at home. But there is still no telling what
may happen when excitement and spirit hold the upper
hand.
There have been two scraps between ^ell-known schools
3n the south in the last week or two. In the Atlanta Journal
•of Sunday we noticed where the Duke students sent a letter
of apology to Chapel Hill for their actions Monday night proceeding the big ball game when they whitewashed practically
the entire town. Then the Tech student body wrote Vanderbilt and asked forgiveness for the destruction of Vandy band
property during a parade following the defeat of the Yellow
Jackets.
Apologies may be accepted by the injured institutions,
but it is too late then to forget wrong actions. Let's watch
ourselves next Thursday, even if we lose.
ALL OPPONENT
With the cooperation of Coach Neely and his boys we
bope to publish an all-opponent team or teams in the next
issue of this publication. Coach Jess has received blanks
sent out by Liberty National Weekly, for this purpose
and these will be filled in after the game tomorrow and
sent to the magazine where they will be tabulated along
with those received from schools all over the country.
WORRIED?
It seems that Coach Dizzy McLeod of the Hurricane institute has been doing a little research work in the field of
Clemson yardage. From a statement that came out the other
day, the Furman mentor had found that the Tiger team gained
324 yards against Citadel and scored once and covered about
the same ground in the Carolina classic to roll up a total of
44 points. We don't think McLeod is fretting any- too much
about that tho, but we would like to see some more ground
covered like that by the Cats tomorrow.
We'll be there tomorrow until the final whistle. Let's
yell for those Tigers—they'll need every bit of support we've
got. Until then we're just waiting.

scoring position from where McMacken carried it across.
Alley
converted the extra point with a
perfect kick that split the uprights.
The Little House of Magic took
charge of the situation at this point
and kept the Tigers on the defensive during the remainder of the
period, but, after an exchange of
punts, Magee broke through the
Furman forward wall, cut out, and
raced 42 yards to score, turning in
the most spectacular run of the
day. It was only a few plays later
that this same Tennessee lad spoiled a beautiful Little Wind play 'by
plucking an attempted lateral from
the air and, without losing a stride,
racing 43 yards to give the Cubs
their third counter. Chovan made
his second consecutive placement
good to place the Clemson yearlings
ahead, 21-0 The half ended with
no change in the score.

BREEZE THREATENS
The Little Hurricane came back
strong in the final half, opening up
an aerial attack that functioned
repeatedly to place the Bengals in
several bad holes, but the Tiger
forward wall rose to the occasion
every time and staved off the Furman threats.
Late in the third
quarter, the Purple and Wihite aggregation drove to the Tiger 7-yard
tripe with the aid of passes, but
Pennington and Moorer crashed
through to throw the next passer
for a 15 yard loss, ending the
threat. The Greenville boys continued to hold the utiner edge during
the final quarter, but the Clemson
first year men found time to chalk
up another tally when Magee completed two passes to Pearson to put
the ball 10 yards from the final
marker from where Bailey crashed
over
CUBS TRY TWO PASSES
Although statistics indicate that
the Little Hurricane held the upper
hand, it was anything but, as there
was never any doubt as to the outcome of the fracas. The Hurricaneers totaled 12 first downs to 5 for
the Tigers.
The Cubs attempted
only two passes and completed both,
while their opponents made 10 of
their 18 tosses good. By penalties,
the Tigers were set back 5 yards,
and the Furman boys were put back
a distance of 25 yards.
MANY STAR
The scintillating performances of
Charlie Woods and John Flowers,
with their superb blocking and defensive work, indicate that they
will be good varsity material next
season Hufine, Pearson, Magee and
Orban demonstrated that they were
backs with plenty of class.
The
placement kicking of Alley and Chovan was flawless, while the forward
wall more than held its own. The
Furman Frosh presented a well-balanced club, and proved by their
heads-up type of playing that they
were well-coached.
LINE-UP
The Bengal opening line-up:
RE—Alley, RT—Snider, RG—Pennington, C—Woods, LG—Flowers,
LT—Moorer, LB—Carlisle, QB—
Orban, HB—McMacken, EOB—Hufine, and FB—Bailey.
It is good for solemnity's nose
to be tweaked, for human pomposity to be made to look ridiculous
—Aldous Huxley.

O. K. Pressley, '29
Robert Swoftord, '38
"Bull" Lightsey, 'SO
William Schilletter, '14
"Puss" Derrick, '06
Yedder Sitton, '03
Robert Jones, '28
John Maxwell, '03
"Stumpy" Banks, '18
Randolph Hinson, '35
"Fritz" Furtick, '07

Center
Guard
Guard
Tackle
Tackle
End
End

Quarter
Back
Back
Back

James Gee,
Norman Walker,
John Heinemann,
John McLaurin,
T. I. Brown,
Hope Sadler,
James Lynali,
"Goat" McMillan,
"Buster" Hunter,
Maxey Welch,
"Jock" Hanby,

'17
'00
'32
'06
'35
'03
'03
'28
'02
'30
'03

(Excerpts from the Washington es him first place among the PurPost, November 16, 1935 by Geo. ple and Orange immortals. Jock
Hanby, a big, powerful fullback,
Trevor, nationally known foortball
Vedder Sitton together with his two
authority.)
friendly rivals for 1914 is still menWhen the old-timers gather round tioned in the "hot stove" leagues
for the selection of Clemson's all- of the South. . . In the recent era
time all-star team they take you of John Cody (1928) ... we find
back into the early nineteen hun- the name of Bob Jones, of whom it
dreds, to those days when the Tig- is said that he never dropped a pass
ers reigned supreme in the South, that touched his finger tips and
and the wily John Heisman, who often saved those that skimmed aguided their destiny till 1904, be- cross teammates' upstretched hands.
wildered his opponents with spins, Another of the "twenty-tighters" is
reverses and double laterals, the O. K. Pressley, whose playing was
equal of anything seen on modern even better than his initials imply.
gridirons.
Still others are Goat McMillan and
Clemson ... is justly proud of Bob Swofford, a guard of the manthat undefeated, untied 1900 team, mountain type.
Jess Neely, the coach now in
which defeated Alabama 49 to 0,
South Carolina 51 to 0 and Georgia charge, deserves credit for his pa39 to 5. These "telephone num- tient, constructive efforts. He has
ber" scores were common place oc- developed a young giant, Tom
Brown, who plays offensive guard
currence in the old days.
The name of Little Johnny Max- and defensive tackle like a veteran
well, quarterback of the '03 team, and should become a national figure
has taken its place with the John this fall. Randy Hinson made his
C. Calhoun mansion among the le- niche in the hall of fame last Ocgends of the Clemson campus. A tober. An all-round star, his record
wee mite of a fellow with hips, in runt returning was of such parMaxwell's ball carrying and ex- ticular merit that great things may
ceptional generalship probably giv- be expected of him in 1935.
THE REFLECTOR, MISSISSIPPI
Still another way of diagnosing
your character comes from THE
REFLECTOR of Mississippi State.
'The wry you dance is said to
Scores Since 1902 Tilt are List- convey this bit of information. If
many more ways are discovered, the
ed; Three Deadlocks
gossiper who whispers over the
backyard fence will have to give
Back in 1902 the first Furmanup in despair becarse there are no
Clemson game came off, the Tigers
secrets left. '
taking the big end of a 28 to 0
score. From then until 1917 Clem| son went to town, not losing a
single game to the Breeze. Then
came a slump and up until the
present date the colleges have been
neck and neck, Clemson having
won ten games and Furman eight
out of a total of twenty-one games
played. Three were tied, two of
them scoreless.

TIGERS HAVE 10
WINS; RIVALS 8

The scores:
1902- -Furman
1914- —Furman
1915- —Furman
1916- -iFurman
1917- ^Furman
1919- -Furman
1920- —Furman
1921- —Furman
1922- -Furman
1923- -Furman
1924- —Furman
1925- —Furman
1926- —Furman
1927- —Furman
1928- —Furman
1929- —Furman
1930- —Furman
1931- —Furman
1932- —Furman
1933- —Furman
1934- ^Furman
1935- —Suppose

Clemson
Clemson
Clemson
Clemson
Clemson
o,
Clemson
7,
Clemson
14,
Clemson
0,
Clemson
20,
Clemson
6,
Clemson
3,
Clemson
26,
Clemson
30,
Clemson
28,
Clemson
13,
Clemson
6,
Clemson
7,
Clemson
0,
Clemson
7,
Clemson
6,
Clemson
0,
you guess??
0,
0,
6,
0,

28
54
7
99
38
7
0
0
6
7
0
0
0
0
27
7
12
0
0
0
7

In dealing with a person, :you
must first find out what he is and
The only way any woman may re- then carefully conceal from him the
main forever young is to grow old fact that you have made the discovgracefully.—W. Beran Wolfe, M. D. ery.—Sam M. Crothers.

30 So. Main
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Engineering Frat
PLANS FOR ENGINEERING-ARCHITECTURE DAY AgFormally
Initiates
ARE DISCUSSED GY LOCAL A. I. E. E, CHAPTER Last night the local chapter of 1
Recent Meeting Featured Motion Pictures and Proposals
for Spring Event —

Turkey Day Events
Revealed by Scribe

The local branch of the AIEE
held its semi-monthly meeting in
the Engineering Building Tuesday
night, November 26.
A film entitled "The Little Big Fellow" was
shown, outlining the functions of
the modern telephone system including the general methods used
in construction.
CHEATHAM SPEAKS
B. F. Cheatham delivered an instructive letcure on 'Induction Heating at Low Temperatures". He outlined in his lecture the advantages
of this system of heating as applied
to the modern automobile industry.
PLANS FORMULATED
Plans were made for the next
meeting, to be held two weeks In
advance, to give each member the
opportunity to explain his proposed project for Engineering Architecture day to be held next
spring. In this connection,, S. M.
Orr, chairman of the organization
urged the members to begin work
on their respective projects as soon
as possible.
Nature has written a letter of
credit upon some faces which Is
honored almost wherever presented.—Thackeray.
Obstinacy is the result of the will
forcing itself into the place of the
intellect.—Shopenhauer.

iContinued from page one)
in the past, the entire corps
has faithfully promised Headmaster West to conduct themselves in a gentlemanly manner. Cadet Kissam hath proclaimed that all cadets lacking
transportation to ye game can
secure a ride with ye Pickens
Stag Coach Line for a meagre
amount of wampum.
On the night preceding the
game, all cadets will attend
the quadrille to be held in
ye Clemson Grainery. Musicmaster Farmer has trained his
lads to furnish music in the acceptable style of the day. Decoration-masters Gill and Wolfe
have transformed ye Grainery
into a true fairy land of delight for the occasion.
The Indian ball game this
year promises to be the hardest
fought game the two schools
have yet participated in. Gamemaster Neely has his athletes
in excellent condition. Ye Tiger offense, featuring the work
of 'Blunderbuss' Brown and
'Gobbler'
Pennington,
hath
conquered all opposition to
date. Plans have been made
to slow the Hurricane to a mere
breeze.
Word cometh from our correspondent that, in the termi-

[SpMHlHSiSglllgEgB^
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DINE AND DANCE AT

CHARLIE'S STEAK HOUSE

the American Society of AgriculturWHERE YOU GET A GOOD STEAK
al Engineers held the formal initia18 E. Coffee Street
Greenville, S. C.
tion for the admittance of nine H
popular
agricultural
engineering
students into the local organization.
This initiation brought to a close
two weeks of informal initiation.
NEW MEMBERS
The following men have been
named new members of the fraterNo joke, Men, MAYO'S sell two Suits, Suit and Topnity: P. M. Buckner, W. N. McAdams, H. H. McKinney, C. P.
coat, or Suit and Tuxedo, both for the Price of ONE
Guess, R. H. Goodson, R. C. Glanton, W. P. Law, J. C. McWorther,
and J. T. Reames.
NATIONAL FRATERNITY
The local chapter has for jthe
21 N. MAIN
GREENVILLE, S. C.
past few years based entrance requirements on scholastic records,
personality and character. The A. « ::::.:: ;:!:::: K[;; it::::: •::::::: «i" ::;::: " ::::;;:::;:: >:::::;::::::::::;::::;::::::::: :::::: « :::;:::88
S. A. E. has recently been made a
CMBflHiKutfr
national honorary fraternity, and
all future actions of the organization will be based accordingly.

Save Half Your Clothing Bill

$18.50

nology of the Indian medicine
men, the Greenville lads are
'cooking up some heap big
magic." They perform tricks
with the ball that have never
been witnessed by local fans.
Featuring the work of "Mayflower' King and 'Plymouth
Rock' Smith, the Hurricane
too, howled over all opposition.
As over two hundred spectators are expected at the game
all cadets are advised to get an
early start so as to be present
in time to get in an advantageous place to cheer under the
guidance
of
Cheer-masters
Dean and Starr.

$22.50
$25.00
$30.00
MAYO'S CLOTHES

Compliments of
CLEMSON COLLEGE LAUNDRY

K&SBisgEiaiHiHSiiaais^^

Clemson Uniforms are Made By
WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, Inc.
PHILADELPHIA
SKllEBEIlllBlHIlBllgBlllBlHBEliaBBIII

\^un-curing Turkish leaf tobacco. The
tobacco is strung leaf by leaf and hung
on long racks like you see below.

Yhe aromatic Turkish tobaccos
used in Chesterfield give
j
them a more pleasing aroma
and taste...
Every year we import thousands of pounds
from Turkey and Greece
THE IMPORT DUTY alone is 35 cents a pound
—but Turkish tobacco is necessary to a good
cigarette.
© 1935,
LIGGETT & MYERS
TOBACCO Co.

The right amount of Turkish tobacco, blended
with our mild, ripe home-grown tobaccos helps
to give Chesterfields more aroma, helps to give
them a more pleasing taste.

CHESTERFIELD—A

BLEND OF MILD RIPE HOME-GROWN AND AROMATIC TURKISH TOBACCOS

< i

